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US-NATO are Planning a Ground War in Libya,
Military Intervention in Syria
Bilderberg intended to launch new war in the Middle East, with Syria being its
prime target

By Bob Chapman
Global Research, June 18, 2011
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Even as the Obama administration prepares to launch a full  ground war in Libya while
expanding its drone attacks inside Yemen and Pakistan, US warships are being moved
towards the Mediterrenean coast of Syria, precisely in line with forecasts that the Bilderberg
Group intended to launch a massive new war in the Middle East, with Syria being its prime
target.

           
In addition to information received by Infowars from military sources at Ft. Hood who tell us
that troops are being readied for a full-scale U.S.-led ground invasion of Libya by October,
the Obama administration is simultaneously considering opening up yet another front, by
moving the USS Bataan amphibian air carrier strike vessel, along with 2,000 marines, 6 war
planes, and 15 attack helicopters to a location just off the Syrian coast.

           
“This  huge  concentration  of  naval  missile  interceptor  units  looks  like  preparations  by
Washington for  the contingency of  Iran,  Syria  and Hizballah letting loose with  surface
missiles against US and Israeli targets in the event of US military intervention to stop the
anti-opposition slaughter underway in Syria,” reports DebkaFile.

           
Another indication that the US is planning an intervention in Syria is the fact that Hizballah
has moved its rockets from northern Lebanon to areas in the center of the country, acting
on a warning from Iranian intelligence to move the weaponry “out of range of a possible
American operation in Syria”.

Veteran reporter Jim Tucker’s warning, provided to him by his routinely accurate inside
sources, that the powerful Bilderberg Group was planning a gargantuan new war in the
Middle East to outstrip anything taking place in Libya, is now moving forward.

On Monday, journalist  Adrian Salbuchi also told Russia Today that Bilderberg’s “hidden
agenda” towards Syria would make itself visible after the conclusion of the elitist confab in
St. Moritz, Switzerland, a forecast already coming to fruition.

Syrian rights organizations say that around 1,300 civilians have been killed since the start of
the uprising in March against President Bashar Assad. Around 300 soldiers and police have
also  been  killed.  Thousands  of  Syrians  fled  the  town  of  Maarat  al-Numaan  yesterday  as
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government  troops  and  tanks  moved  north.

The US military-industrial complex has been very choosy about who it targets for regime
change under the umbrella of “humanitarian intervention”. Despite the fact that protesters
in  Bahrain  and  Saudi  Arabia  have  been  the  victims  of  similarly  brutal  government
crackdowns, the US has turned a blind eye.

Quite how the Obama administration believes the United States can afford to prosecute yet
another war while it  is  still  engaged in two major occupations and a number of  other
regional conflicts, and as top ratings agencies warn the country is about to lose its triple A
credit status due to insurmountable debt problems, is a mystery.
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